
Online Facilitation
STEM in a Box - Land Yacht Building Tips

Step Item Notes for
leaders

Tips Before we start, make sure you have a nice clear space to work on.  A kitchen table
is ideal for this.  Having a bowl or small plate can be useful to put your pieces on.
You will also need a scissors to cut out your sail, something to make small holes in
your sail and something to measure with (ie. a ruler, a fork, your foot, a cat)

1 Carefully Open up your STEM in a Box LEGO Education BricQ Motion Box.
In the box you’ll find bags and an instruction book. Leave the book in the box, we
won't be using that today.
Very carefully open the bags (we don’t want to lose any pieces!).
Find the pieces on the screen and lay them out in front of you and then place any
remaining pieces back in the box.  Take your time and make sure you have all the
correct pieces.

This section may
take 5 mins

2 So these are the first pieces we need.  2 Red Beams that are 8 studs long and 1
Black plate that is six studs long.  The studs are the dots across the top of a piece of
LEGO.

3 We need another 2 red beams with 8 studs on top and we put them together as
shown in the pic.



4 Now we need a six stud long Black plate and our yellow brick.

5 Next we need our wheels and tyres, push the wheel into the tyre and make sure
they and nice and snug all the way around.

Will take around 1
min

6 Next we need what we call Axel Pegs.  The axel end (shaped like a cross) goes into
the centre of each wheel.  Make sure the pegs are placed into the same side of the
wheel as shown in the pic.  Make sure to hold up your wheels so we can check that
they’re all correct.

7 Take two wheels and your base and stick the wheels into the first holes as in the pic

8 Next we need two yellow beams that are six studs long and two grey four peg
connectors.

9 Now take your time and connect these to your base exactly as shown in the image.
Hold them up to your camera so we can all have a look.

10 Add your wheels to the last holes of the yellow beams as shown in the image.

11 Let's build our mast.  Take your axles and your axle connector and put them
together as shown in the image.

12 Next add the red axle to our mast as shown in the image

13 Now we need to cut out our sail.  You may need to ask a parent/guardian for help
with this step.  Cut out your large and medium sails.
Once you have cut them out, very carefully put three holes in the corner of each sail
marked by the three holes.



Place your mast on your sail as shown in the image

14 Thread your mast through the holes as shown in the image.  Take your time.

15 Place your mast into the yellow brick on your base.

16 Place the two red bushing on the end of your axles to stop the sail from popping off.



In Person Facilitation
STEM in a Box - Land Yacht Building Tips

Step Item Notes for
leaders

Tips Before we start, make sure you have a nice clear space to work on.  A table of some
sort is best.  If working on the ground make sure it is clean and smooth (building
LEGO on grass is no fun!!).  Having a bowl or small container for each person can
be useful to put your pieces in.
You will also need a scissors to cut out your sail, something to make small holes in
your sail and something to measure with (ie. a ruler, a fork, your foot, a cat)

1 Carefully Open up your STEM in a Box LEGO Education BricQ Motion Box.
In the box you’ll find bags and an instruction book. Leave the book in the box, we
won't be using that today.
Very carefully open the bags (we don’t want to lose any pieces!).

If you printed out the instructions for the guides they can follow the instructions step
by step to build the land yacht.  It’s not a race! Take your time.

If you are building the land yacht with the participants the guide below will help you
to explain the build process to the participants. The initial build is quite simple and
will be easy to follow.  Each step will follow this process:
1 - These are the pieces we need

This section may
take 5 mins



2 - This is how they go together
3 - Lets all check each others build to make sure we’re on track

2 So these are the first pieces we need.  2 Red Beams that are 8 studs long and 1
Black plate that is six studs long.  The studs are the dots across the top of a piece of
LEGO.

3 We need another 2 red beams with 8 studs on top and we put them together as
shown in the pic.

4 Now we need a six stud long Black plate and our yellow brick.

5 Next we need our wheels and tyres, push the wheel into the tyre and make sure
they and nice and snug all the way around.

Will take around 1
min

6 Next we need what we call Axel Pegs.  The axel end (shaped like a cross) goes into
the centre of each wheel.  Make sure the pegs are placed into the same side of the
wheel as shown in the pic.  Make sure to hold up your wheels so we can check that
they’re all correct.

7 Take two wheels and your base and stick the wheels into the first holes as in the pic

8 Next we need two yellow beams that are six studs long and two grey four peg
connectors.

9 Now take your time and connect these to your base exactly as shown in the image.
Hold them up to your camera so we can all have a look.

10 Add your wheels to the last holes of the yellow beams as shown in the image.



11 Let's build our mast.  Take your axles and your axle connector and put them
together as shown in the image.

12 Next add the red axle to our mast as shown in the image

13 Now we need to cut out our sail.  You may need to ask a parent/guardian for help
with this step.  Cut out your large and medium sails.
Once you have cut them out, very carefully put three holes in the corner of each sail
marked by the three holes.
Place your mast on your sail as shown in the image

14 Thread your mast through the holes as shown in the image.  Take your time.

15 Place your mast into the yellow brick on your base.

16 Place the two red bushing on the end of your axles to stop the sail from popping off.


